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Introduction

The ancestral regression (AR, Cantet et al., 2017) is a quantitative genetics model that
provides a unified framework of the contributions from pedigree and genomic information for
predicting BV under non-independent causal variants, under a Gaussian causal (Pearl, 2000)
distribution for BV. Thus, AR represents the inheritance of BV by a recursive system of
structural equations such as in the animal model (Henderson, 1984). The parameters of AR
are path coefficients that are identifiable with the aid of a dense panel of SNP or sequences. A
distinctive advantage of the ancestral regression is that the inverse of the covariance structure

( ) is computed in a linear fashion as by a simple extension of the rules of Henderson
(1984), such that direct inversion is not required.

As in the regular animal model, the information to predict BV under AR is by
covariances between relatives, which in turn are functions of pedigree and genomic
identifiable parameters. This expository paper discusses the meaning of the parameters in AR,
and the covariance between the BV of related animals. Certain developments in AR require a
Gaussian distribution for BV. For reasons of space, the involved proof of asymptotic
normality of BV will be presented elsewhere.

The parameters of the ancestral regression

In the animal model (Henderson, 1984) the BV of the individual is regressed to half the
sum of parental BV plus a Mendelian residual (f). Therefore, conditional on the BV of
parents being in the prediction vector a, the structural regression of BV produces minimum
variance unbiased linear predictors of the individual BV. The 0.5 values of the path
coefficients were obtained by Foulley & Chevalet (1981) under the expectation that the
covariance between generations is proportional to the transmission of equal genomic
contributions from each parent, whether there is inbreeding or not. Inbreeding induces that
some fraction of parental contributions be equal, but does not invalidate that each parental
contribution through the gametes originating the individual is 0.5. Moreover, Li (1955, page
71) observed that the path coefficient between a gamete formed in the parent and a gamete
formed in the individual is one half independently of the level of inbreeding.
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In the rest of the paper, we will denote as X the animal whose BV we seek to predict.
The father of X is denoted by S, with parents SS (sire of sire) and DS (dam of sire), whereas
the mother of X (D) relates to her parents which are denoted as SD (sire of dam) and DD
(dam of dam). Genomic information provides a mean to decrease the variance of the
Mendelian residual of X (Var(fX)), thus increasing accuracy of prediction. This reduction of
Var(fX) in the AR is achieved by introducing additional path coefficients from the four
grandparents such that the contributions of the BV of S and D with grandparents SS, DS, SD,
and DD, are uncorrelated (Cantet et al., 2017). The resulting prediction equation is also
minimum variance and is equal to:

(1)

The paternal (bS) and maternal (bD) path coefficients of the grandparents of X enter the
covariance structure and must be estimated. The fact that all path coefficients in (1) produce a
minimum variance linearly unbiased predictor of the individual BV is because they are
obtained as a conditional expectation, given that the contributions of the grandparents are not
necessarily 0.25 each, and should add up to the parental contributions of the sire and the dam.
When the β are zero or unidentifiable because of missing genomic information, AR is equal
to the regular animal model. Under AR each grandparent transmits half the genome to the
parent and the parent half of its genome to X. However, a path (valued β or β) from the BV
of the grandparent goes directly (causal direct effect, Pearl, 2000) to the BV of X, and
accounts for the realized recombination process. It is the extra contribution from the
grandparent to the BV of X, in excess or in defect of the expected value from free
recombination: 0.25. The indirect contribution (indirect effect, Pearl, 2000) of the BV of the
grandparent to the BV of X consists on the expected value of 0.25 = 0.52 from the two
meioses that separates the genome of the grandparent with the genome of X.

In statistical terms, β represents the difference in expectation for the actual or realized
BV of X compared with what its BV would have been under an “idealized” transmission:
random mating, free recombination, and neither linkage nor linkage disequilibrium (LD). The
ideal is called the “reference point” in causal theory (Pearl, 2000), and allows contrasting
with a BV without the need of assuming impossible randomization conditions in field data.
Observe that parents and ancestors in general cannot be randomized: the pedigree is fixed and
it is a parameter of the model (Wakeley et al., 2012). The solution is to define an appropriate
distribution in the non-experimental and non-randomized context (selection, linkage, linkage
disequilibrium, etc) in which the BV is created and whose parameters be identifiable with
genomic data. Compare this causal (conditional) setting with the randomization framework
on which the statistical science defined effects during the first half of the 20th century. An
analogy can be traced to defining effects in a non-orthogonal (unbalanced) linear model tested
by a “sequential” type I sum of squares, when compared with an effect tested by a type III
“marginal” or “orthogonal” sum of squares (Searle, 1971) while “fitting” the BV of X. Thus,
(1) indicates that the following reduction in sum of squares is such that

(2)

On the contrary, Fisher’s definition of average gene substitution effects necessarily imposes
orthogonal genetic effects in the linear model of prediction, which in turn require random



mating. This latter assumption implies that BV of grandparents are exchangeable random
variables. Instead, AR is conditional on the fact that the fraction of BV of those particular
ancestors, combined such that parents passed to X certain fractions of the genome of their
parents, are not necessarily equal to 0.25 each, but they add them up to 1 (100%) of the
genome of X.

Covariance between relatives using the ancestral regression model

Expression (1) allows forming the covariance structure of BV (S) from founders to the
most recently born individual using the Bartlett decomposition (Cantet et al., 2017). It is
enlightening to obtain some covariances between the BV of relatives under AR. The BV of
related individuals X and Y are aX and aXY, respectively. Then, using AR the covariance is
equal to

(2)

When the β are absent due to lack of genomic information, most these covariances are zero
and (2) turns into the expression obtained by Kempthorne (1954) for the covariance between
additive effects.

We will work the covariance between full-sibs when there is no inbreeding, as example.
Then, SX = SY, DX = DY, SSX = SSY, DSX = DSY, SDX = SDY, and DDX = DDY. Order the

individuals SS, DS, SD, DD, S, and D. The matrix with ancestors of X in the rows and
ancestors of Y in the columns is equal to

Using in (2), results in . Whereas 36
elements of S are involved when calculating any covariance, the formula reduces to
reasonable simple expressions in the absence of inbreeding because many of the elements are
zero. Other common covariance between relatives under absence of inbreeding are:

Covariance between parent and offspring: .

Covariance between grandparent and grand-offspring: , where



is the parameter from the corresponding parent (S or D).

Covariance between half-sibs: , where and are the
parameters through either the father or the mother of X and Y, respectively.

Discussion

Whereas the value of 0.5 corresponding to the path coefficients of the parents account for the
ancestry or inheritance process, the β account for the Mendelian process (Matsen & Evans, 2008;
Wakeley et al., 2012). The latter results from recombination, linkage and LD acting during
gametogenesis, and it is responsible for the variance in IBD (identity by descent) sharing for
individuals with the same expected relationship (Hill & Weir, 2011). In terms of distance between an
ancestor and a remote descendant, Chang (1999) indicated that at about 1.77 log2(Ne) generations all
partial ancestry ends. Consequently, for populations with Ne ranging from 50 to 1000, the range of
most domestic animal populations genome fractions shared IBD in descendants induce the covariance
between BV to be practically equal to zero in 6 to 10 generations. Hence, the use of information from
individuals further related 6 to 10 meiosis is irrelevant to the purpose of predicting BV.

As rightfully observed by the reviewer, AR “allows enabling computation of a sparse inverse
relationship matrix”; to which we add: that involves segmental inheritance, i.e. non-independence of
gene effects, thus generalizing predictions from the regular animal model. In addition, the AR
parameters explain how the genome is inherited across generations, thus permitting to draw inferences
such as which animals are more relevant to genotype for computing BV.
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